Power
Vocabulary
Rocks
WHAT IS POWER VOCABULARY?

P

ower Vocabulary is a systematic and individualized approach to vocabulary development that enables

teachers to assist students to improve their reading comprehension skills. Power Vocabulary consists
of two word groups – “brick words” and “mortar words.” Similar to the bricks and mortar used to
construct a wall, brick words represent a text’s key ideas and mortar words hold the key ideas together.

Brick words are the words in our vocabulary that label concepts that support subject matter. These words
are the specialized vocabulary of a
content area (words from everyday
P A G E S IN THIS POWER VOCABULARY BOOKLET
vocabulary that take on specialized
meanings in a particular content area)
1 What is Power Vocabulary?
How are the 15 Power Vocabulary words selected from this
and the technical vocabulary of a
Kids Discover title and why should students know them?
content area (words that are used only
2
Word Card Activity Ideas
in a particular area). Examples of brick
A variety of teaching strategies and great activities students
words are “predator” and “biodiversity.”
can do with the word cards on pages 3-6

Mortar words are the words in our
everyday vocabulary that have widely
acknowledged meanings and that hold
the content of a passage together.
These words are selected because
their level of difficulty is significantly
above the demands of the text.
Examples of mortar words are
“morose” and “diligent.”
Fifteen Power Vocabulary words have
been identified for this KIDS DISCOVER
title. Use the word cards or select a few
blackline masters to preview the vocabulary words to help students be more
confident and read more fluently when
they come across these new words as
they read. Or use them to review words
after they have read KIDS DISCOVER.

3-6 Word Cards . . . . . . . . .
Students can cut out and use these cards to learn more about
the 15 Power Vocabulary words from this KIDS DISCOVER title

7-8 Dictionary List . . . . . .
View the 15 Power Vocabulary words with definitions in one list

9 Crossword Puzzle . . .
In this crossword, the definitions are the clues and the Power
Vocabulary words are the answers

10 Word Find . . . . . . . . . .
Students can focus on the spellings of the Power Vocabulary
words with this word find—plus solve a hidden message!

11 Matching . . . . . . . . . . .
Students will match each Power Vocabulary word with its
definition

12 Sentences . . . . . . . . . .
Students will complete each cloze sentence with a Power
Vocabulary word

13-16 Answer Keys . . . . .
Answer keys for the crossword puzzle, word search,
matching, and sentences blackline masters
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POWER VOCABULARY
WORD CARD ACTIVITY IDEAS
se the vocabulary cards (pages 3-6 of this Power Vocabulary
booklet) and the following activities to introduce or review some
Power Vocabulary words students will encounter while reading this
K I D S D I S C O V E R title.
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u Copy the word and definition pages back-to-back for
each student. Have students cut out the cards
and place them in alphabetical order.
To create personal dictionaries, staple the cards
together in a flipbook or place them in a file box.
Encourage students to create additional cards for
new words they come across as they read.

N e w Wo r d C a r d s

u Have students create their own vocabulary cards
for new words or content words they come
across as they read KiDS DISCOVER.

S k i m m i n g t h e Te x t

u Ask students to draw a four-column chart and
label the columns “I don’t know,” “I’ve seen or
heard, but don’t know the meaning,” “I think I
know the meaning,” and “I know the
meaning.” Present each of the words and
sample sentences to students. Ask them to
write the word in the column that describes
how well they know the meaning of the word.

u Help students practice skimming skills by
presenting them with a sentence or word from
the magazine and the page number where it is
located. (The sentences and page numbers are
both listed on the definition side of the cards.)
Model how to skim the page for the word.
Then present another word and have students
practice skimming the page for that word.
Challenge: Give students a sentence, but not the
page number. Encourage them to skim the
magazine for the appropriate topic pages and
then skim for the word.

Memory Game

Dictionary Skills

Wo r d s Yo u K n o w a n d Wo r d s t o K n o w

u Copy the word and definition pages separately and
cut out the cards. Place all cards face down on a
table and have students play a memory game
by matching the definitions and words.
Students should read the words and definitions
aloud each time they turn over a card to
reinforce the pronunciation and definition.
Challenge: Use correction fluid to blank out the
vocabulary words in the sample sentences on
the definition cards.

Matching

u Copy the word and definition pages separately and
cut out the cards. Paste the word cards around
the edge of a large piece of tag board. Ask
students to attach the definitions to their
words using clothespins.

u Practice dictionary skills by asking students to
find the guidewords on the page where a Power
Vocabulary word is located in the dictionary.
Also, ask students to search for multiple
meanings of the word, synonyms, antonyms,
and other parts of speech for the word.

J o u r n a l Wr i t i n g

u After working with the words and definitions,
encourage students to use the words when
writing essays and in their journals.

Dangling Definitions

u On sturdy paper, make enlarged copies of the
word and definition cards printed back-to-back.
Punch a hole in the top center of each card and
attach to the ceiling with a string. v
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asteroid

coalesce

(ass-tuh-royd)

(ko-uh-less)

noun

verb
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contradict

cosmetic

(kon-truh-dikt)

(koz-met-ik)

verb

noun
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deficit

eclipse

(def-uh-sit)

(i-klips)

noun

noun
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encircle

erode

(en-sur-kuhl)

(i-rohd)

verb

verb
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KIDS DISCOVER Rocks
VOCABULARY CARDS

COALESCE: to unite into a whole

The two drops of water began to coalesce
and formed one larger drop.
The splashed molten rock that was ejected
into orbit about the Earth finally coalesced
into the moon. (p. 14-15)

ASTEROID: a rocky object that travels
around the sun

A large asteroid was found between the
orbits of Mars and Jupiter.

This led the Alvarezes to believe a comet or
asteroid had hit Earth and its impact had
killed off the dinosaurs. (p. 14-15)

CONTRADICT: to say the opposite of
what has been said
COSMETIC: a beauty product

Lipstick, mascara, and eyeliner are all
cosmetics.

Rocks are found in toothpastes and
cosmetics. (p. 2-3)

ECLIPSE: a total or partial blocking of
one celestial body by another

A lunar eclipse occurs when the moon
moves into the darkest part of the Earth's
shadow.

Archaeologists believe they [the ancient
stones at Stonehenge] may have served as an
astronomical calculator, predicting solar and
lunar events, including eclipses. (p. 10-11)

ERODE: to diminish or destroy by
degrees

The constant rain caused the hill in the
backyard to erode, and it got smaller and
smaller until it was barely a hill at all.

The limestone was eroded, and cave-ins
helped form giant underground chambers. (p.
16-17)

© KIDS DISCOVER

“I’m sorry to contradict you, but red is
not my favorite color,” Jonathan told his
misinformed friend.

Also, contradicting the common belief that
Earth was a few thousand years old, Lyell
showed that it was billions of years old. (p.
12-13)

DEFICIT: a shortage in quality or amount

The government has a large economic
deficit because it owes money to many
different sources.

That year the Tigers came from an 18-point
deficit to defeat Virginia 40-35, and thus a
tradition was born. (p. 16-17)

ENCIRCLE: to surround

The police planned to encircle the bank so
that the robbers would have no way to
escape.
A cloud of dust encircled Earth and blotted
out the sun. (p. 14-15)

VOCABULARY CARDS

impurity

lunar

(im-pyur-ih-tee)

(loo-nur)

noun

adjective

KIDS DISCOVER Rocks

KIDS DISCOVER Rocks

pilgrimage

prehistoric

(pil-gruh-mij)

(pree-hi-stor-ik))

noun

adjective
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KIDS DISCOVER Rocks

stress

supernatural

(stress)

(soo-pur-nach-ur-uhl)

noun

adjective
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transform

_________________

(transs-form)

_________________

verb

_________________
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KIDS DISCOVER Rocks
VOCABULARY CARDS

LUNAR: to do with the moon

A lunar cycle is twenty-eight days, which
is the amount of time it takes for the
moon to go through all of its phases.

Archaeologists believe they [the ancient
stones at Stonehenge] may have served as an
astronomical calculator, predicting solar and
lunar events, including eclipses. (p. 10-11)

PREHISTORIC: belonging to a time
before history was recorded in written
form

creatures, such as dinosaurs
and mastadons, only survive today in
fossil form.

Prehistoric

Prehistoric humans began using stone tools

around two million years ago. (p. 6-7)

SUPERNATURAL: unexplainable; caused
by an invisible force such as a ghost

Telekinesis is thought to be the
supernatural ability to move objects with
the mind.

While rocks may not have supernatural
powers--as many once believed--they do have
an influence on our lives. (p. 2-3)

_________________
_________________
_________________
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IMPURITY: a foreign or unclean
substance

When impurities are added to the silicon,
it lets a tiny electric current pass, or flow.
(Pgs. 6-7)

Mercury is a dangerous impurity found in
some lakes, and it can make fish caught in the
water unsafe fo eat.

PILGRIMAGE: a journey to a sacred or
significant place

The believers made a pilgrimage to the
holy land of their spiritual leader.

Each year, millions of Muslims make a
pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi Arabia. (p.
16-17)

STRESS: strain or pressure

The weight of so many cars put enough
stress on the bridge to cause it to
collapse.

As the huge plates try to slide past each other,
stress builds up until the plates lurch in
opposite directions. (p. 4-5)

TRANSFORM: to make a great change in
something

Hilda wanted to transform the overgrown
yard into a beautiful flower garden.

Over millions of years, with pressure and heat
exerted on them, these fossils were
transformed into valuable oil. (p. 6-7)

VOCABULARY CARDS

Rocks Dictionary List
ASTEROID

Pronunciation (ass-tuh-royd)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a rocky object that travels around the

sun
A large asteroid was found between the orbits
of Mars and Jupiter.

DEFICIT

Pronunciation (def-uh-sit)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a shortage in quality or amount
The government has a large economic deficit

because it owes money to many different
sources.

That year the Tigers came from an 18-point
deficit to defeat Virginia 40-35, and thus a
tradition was born. (p. 16-17)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
This led the Alvarezes to believe a comet or

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

COALESCE

ECLIPSE

asteroid had hit Earth and its impact had killed
off the dinosaurs. (p. 14-15)

Pronunciation (ko-uh-less)
Part of Speech verb
Definition to unite into a whole

The two drops of water began to coalesce and
formed one larger drop.
The splashed molten rock that was ejected into
orbit about the Earth finally coalesced into
the moon. (p. 14-15)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

CONTRADICT
Pronunciation (kon-truh-dikt)
Part of Speech verb
Definition to say the opposite of what has been
said
“I’m sorry to contradict you, but red is not my
favorite color,” Jonathan told his misinformed
friend.
Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
Also, contradicting the common belief that

Earth was a few thousand years old, Lyell
showed that it was billions of years old. (p. 1213)

COSMETIC

Pronunciation (koz-met-ik)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a beauty product

Lipstick, mascara, and eyeliner are all
cosmetics.
Rocks are found in toothpastes and cosmetics.
(p. 2-3)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
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Pronunciation (i-klips)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a total or partial blocking of one

celestial body by another
A lunar eclipse occurs when the moon moves
into the darkest part of the Earth's shadow.

Archaeologists believe they [the ancient stones at
Stonehenge] may have served as an
astronomical calculator, predicting solar and
lunar events, including eclipses. (p. 10-11)
Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

ENCIRCLE

Pronunciation (en-sur-kuhl)
Part of Speech verb
Definition to surround

The police planned to encircle the bank so that
the robbers would have no way to escape.

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
A cloud of dust encircled Earth and blotted out

the sun. (p. 14-15)

ERODE

Pronunciation (i-rohd)
Part of Speech verb
Definition to diminish or destroy by degrees

The constant rain caused the hill in the
backyard to erode, and it got smaller and
smaller until it was barely a hill at all.

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
The limestone was eroded, and cave-ins helped

form giant underground chambers. (p. 16-17)

ROCKS

Rocks Dictionary List

(continued)

IMPURITY

Pronunciation (im-pyur-ih-tee)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a foreign or unclean substance
When impurities are added to the silicon, it lets

a tiny electric current pass, or flow. (Pgs. 6-7)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
Mercury is a dangerous impurity found in some

lakes, and it can make fish caught in the water
unsafe fo eat.

STRESS

Pronunciation (stress)
Part of Speech noun
Definition strain or pressure

The weight of so many cars put enough stress
on the bridge to cause it to collapse.
As the huge plates try to slide past each other,
stress builds up until the plates lurch in
opposite directions. (p. 4-5)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

LUNAR

Pronunciation (loo-nur)
Part of Speech adjective
Definition to do with the moon
A lunar cycle is twenty-eight days, which is the

amount of time it takes for the moon to go
through all of its phases.

Archaeologists believe they [the ancient stones
at Stonehenge] may have served as an
astronomical calculator, predicting solar and
lunar events, including eclipses. (p. 10-11)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

PILGRIMAGE

Pronunciation (pil-gruh-mij)
Part of Speech noun
Definition a journey to a sacred or significant

place
The believers made a pilgrimage to the holy
land of their spiritual leader.
Each year, millions of Muslims make a
pilgrimage to Mecca in Saudi Arabia. (p. 1617)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

SUPERNATURAL
Pronunciation (soo-pur-nach-ur-uhl)
Part of Speech adjective
Definition unexplainable; caused by an invisible
force such as a ghost
Telekinesis is thought to be the supernatural
ability to move objects with the mind.
Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
While rocks may not have supernatural

powers--as many once believed--they do have
an influence on our lives. (p. 2-3)

TRANSFORM
Pronunciation (transs-form)
Part of Speech verb
Definition to make a great change in something
Hilda wanted to transform the overgrown yard
into a beautiful flower garden.
Over millions of years, with pressure and heat
exerted on them, these fossils were
transformed into valuable oil. (p. 6-7)

Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER

PREHISTORIC
Pronunciation (pree-hi-stor-ik)
Part of Speech adjective
Definition belonging to a time before history was
recorded in written form
Prehistoric creatures, such as dinosaurs and
mastadons, only survive today in fossil form
Word Used in KIDS DISCOVER
Prehistoric humans began using stone tools

around two million years ago. (p. 6-7)
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Crossword
asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

Down

to unite into a whole
5. belonging to a time before history
was recorded in written form
6. to diminish or destroy by degrees
9. to surround
11. to say the opposite of what has
been said
1.

Across
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
10.
12.
13.
14.
15.

unexplainable; caused by an invisible force such
as a ghost
strain or pressure
a total or partial blocking of one celestial body by
another
a rocky object that travels around the sun
a shortage in quality or amount
to make a great change in something
a foreign or unclean substance
a beauty product
to do with the moon
a journey to a sacred or significant place
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Word Find
Circle each word from the box in the letter grid below. The words are up and down, across,
backwards, and diagonal. Then, going across each row starting at the top left, place each unused
letter on a blank until you reveal the hidden message.

asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

R O C K
C O N S I S T S
O F
F E L D S P A R ,
W H A T
Q U A R T Z ,
A N D
M I C A ?
G R A N I T E .
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ROCKS

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Matching
For each vocabulary word in the left column, locate its definition in the right column. Write the
number of the correct definition in the blank before the word.

________ asteroid

1.

a rocky object that travels around the sun

________ coalesce

2.

to make a great change in something

________ contradict

3.

belonging to a time before history was recorded in written form

________ cosmetic

4.

strain or pressure

________ deficit

5.

to say the opposite of what has been said

________ eclipse

6.

a journey to a sacred or significant place

________ encircle

7.

to diminish or destroy by degrees

________ erode

8.

to surround

________ impurity

9.

a beauty product

________ lunar

10. unexplainable; caused by an invisible force such as a ghost

________ pilgrimage

11. a shortage in quality or amount

________ prehistoric

12. to do with the moon

________ stress

13. a total or partial blocking of one celestial body by another

________ supernatural

14. to unite into a whole

________ transform

15. a foreign or unclean substance
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ROCKS

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Sentences
Fill in each blank with the word from the box that best completes the sentence.

asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

During the
through the Earth's shadow.

The company had a financial
than it earned.
Lipstick was a

It is the fairy godmother's job to

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

eclipse, the moon appeared to turn red as it passed
, because it paid out more money
that she preferred not to wear.

Cinderella into a beautiful party guest.

Lead is a dangerous

Dinosaurs are among the most popular and interesting
The

in drinking water.

creatures.

of stretching finally caused the rubber band to break.

Many science fiction films have been made about the destruction that would occur if an
hit the earth.
Eventually, the movement of even a small stream will
of a rock.
The fog began to
two feet in front of their noses.

the surface

the town, and soon no one could see more than

Laura was surprised to see her classroom turn dark in the middle of the day during the solar
.
He made a

At the trial, the defense lawyer tried to
argument.
The two neighborhoods plan to
Some people believe in
and vampires.
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to the place of his birth to try and understand his heritage.

the prosecuting attorney’s

into one large village.

occurrences like haunted houses, ghosts,

ROCKS

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Crossword
asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

Down

to unite into a whole
5. belonging to a time before history
was recorded in written form
6. to diminish or destroy by degrees
9. to surround
11. to say the opposite of what has
been said
1.

Across
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
10.
12.
13.
14.
15.

unexplainable; caused by an invisible force such
as a ghost
strain or pressure
a total or partial blocking of one celestial body by
another
a rocky object that travels around the sun
a shortage in quality or amount
to make a great change in something
a foreign or unclean substance
a beauty product
to do with the moon
a journey to a sacred or significant place
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ROCKS

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Word Find
Circle each word from the box in the letter grid below. The words are up and down, across,
backwards, and diagonal. Then, going across each row starting at the top left, place each unused
letter on a blank until you reveal the hidden message.

asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

R O C K
C O N S I S T S
O F
F E L D S P A R ,
W H A T
Q U A R T Z ,
A N D
M I C A ?
G R A N I T E .
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ROCKS

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Matching
For each vocabulary word in the left column, locate its definition in the right column. Write the
number of the correct definition in the blank before the word.

1
asteroid
________

1.

a rocky object that travels around the sun

14
coalesce
________

2.

to make a great change in something

5
contradict
________

3.

belonging to a time before history was recorded in written form

9
cosmetic
________

4.

strain or pressure

11
deficit
________

5.

to say the opposite of what has been said

13
eclipse
________

6.

a journey to a sacred or significant place

8
encircle
________

7.

to diminish or destroy by degrees

7
erode
________

8.

to surround

15
impurity
________

9.

a beauty product

12
lunar
________

10. unexplainable; caused by an invisible force such as a ghost

6
pilgrimage
________

11. a shortage in quality or amount

3
prehistoric
________

12. to do with the moon

4
stress
________

13. a total or partial blocking of one celestial body by another

10
supernatural
________

14. to unite into a whole

2
transform
________

15. a foreign or unclean substance
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ROCKS

ANSWER KEY

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Sentences
Fill in each blank with the word from the box that best completes the sentence.

asteroid
coalesce
contradict
cosmetic
deficit
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

During the
lunar
through the Earth's shadow.

eclipse, the moon appeared to turn red as it passed

The company had a financial
than it earned.
Lipstick was a

pilgrimage
prehistoric
stress
supernatural
transform

eclipse
encircle
erode
impurity
lunar

that she preferred not to wear.

cosmetic

It is the fairy godmother's job to
Lead is a dangerous

, because it paid out more money

deficit

Cinderella into a beautiful party guest.

transform
impurity

Dinosaurs are among the most popular and interesting
The

in drinking water.

prehistoric

creatures.

of stretching finally caused the rubber band to break.

stress

Many science fiction films have been made about the destruction that would occur if an
hit the earth.
asteroid
Eventually, the movement of even a small stream will
of a rock.
The fog began to
encircle
two feet in front of their noses.

erode

the surface

the town, and soon no one could see more than

Laura was surprised to see her classroom turn dark in the middle of the day during the solar
.
eclipse
He made a

pilgrimage

At the trial, the defense lawyer tried to
argument.
The two neighborhoods plan to
Some people believe in
and vampires.
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to the place of his birth to try and understand his heritage.
contradict

coalesce
supernatural

the prosecuting attorney’s

into one large village.

occurrences like haunted houses, ghosts,

ROCKS

